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Like many Native Americans in the 1920s, the Pueblo Indians of  New
Mexico faced multiple threats to their survival as tribes. During these
years, the federal Bureau of  Indian Affairs (BIA) announced policies that
would have decimated Pueblo landholdings, limited the sovereignty of
Pueblo governments, suppressed Native American ceremonial dancing,
and severely restricted Pueblo children’s participation in tribal initiation
rites. On May 5, 1924, the Council of  All the New Mexico Pueblos, in-
cluding representatives from fourteen of  the nineteen recognized Pueblos
in the state, met to shape a unified response. The Council’s resulting
statement, an appeal “to all Indians and to the People of  the United
States,” linked all these policies together as threats to Pueblo religion.
The Council wrote, “We have met because our most fundamental right of
religious liberty is threatened and is actually at this time being nullified . . .
our religion to us is sacred and is more important to us than anything else
in our life.”
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 In identifying “religion” as their primary concern, these
Pueblo leaders made use of  an English-language category that had no
parallel in their own languages. Like other Native American languages,
the languages of  the New Mexico Pueblos (Tewa, Tiwa, Keres, and Zuni)
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have no word that directly translates as “religion.” What did it mean,
then, for Pueblo leaders to use the English-language concepts of  religion
and religious freedom in their attempts to change government policy and
to appeal for public support? This article argues that Pueblo leaders of
the 1920s successfully employed the American discourse on religion to
legitimize and defend Pueblo identity and ways of  life, and that in the
process they subtly changed the ways in which they talked about their
traditional practices.

It is no longer novel to suggest that, like other discursive categories,
the category of  religion is political. European missionaries and colonial
agents gathered the material for the emerging discipline of  comparative
religions—and thus for general theories of  religion—hand in hand with
their efforts to subdue indigenous populations. In that context, it should
not be surprising that European theories of  religion and related categories
(such as fetish, totem, and myth) often helped to justify European colo-
nialism.
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 In U.S. history, theories of  “primitive religion” helped naturalize
the idea that Native Americans needed to be Christianized and American-
ized, thereby justifying the internal colonialism of  the Indian reservation
system. According to some scholars, the contemporary category of  “reli-
gion” itself, as that part of  every society having to do with “symbolic
meanings,” has served the interests of  the modern (Western) secular state
by divorcing anything considered religious from political power.
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 If  re-
ligion is constructed as “either the special repository of  traditional values
or alternatively a private realm of  individual, non-political, otherworldly
commitment,” then traditional ways of  life are marginalized and modern
secular institutions (themselves historical constructs) appear to be the only
rational possibility.
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 Indeed, non-Indians too often still marginalize the
Pueblos and other Native Americans by identifying them with religion,
nature, and an unchanging “primitive” past.
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By contrast, theorists like Michel Foucault and Antonio Gramsci have
led a number of  scholars to investigate how hegemonic discourses can be
reinterpreted and used as an effective means of  resistance by subordinated
peoples, and there is no reason to think that religion should be any dif-
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ferent.
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 Religion, in other words, can function in more than one way. For
the Pueblos, identifying and defending their traditions as religion served
to defend, not to marginalize, traditional ways of  life. This article demon-
strates how the Pueblos of  the 1920s adopted modern American concepts
of  religion and adapted them to serve their own interests. By focusing on
the Pueblos, we can see how the category of  religion, no matter how
steeped in colonialism, could become an effective part of  an indigenous
strategy of  resistance.

Regardless of  its success, and no matter what the intentions of  those
who employ it, such a strategy of  resistance inevitably reshapes the prac-
tices it defends. A number of  Pueblo leaders embraced the language of
religion and religious freedom in order to protect their traditions. Because
these leaders claimed the mantle of  defenders of  tradition, I describe them
as “traditionalists.” I do so with caution, because tradition is another prob-
lematic category that has been subjected to a great deal of  recent scholarly
scrutiny. Historians and cultural anthropologists have described how tra-
ditions are “invented,” or adapted, to meet contemporary needs.
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 Tradition
is far less stable than its champions and adherents frequently believe it to
be. The Pueblo traditionalist position as it developed during the 1920s
offers one illustration of  this dynamic. Not simply a statement of  un-
changing Pueblo tradition, Pueblo traditionalism should be understood as
a newly articulated defense of  Pueblo life in response to new circum-
stances. Early twentieth-century U.S. government policies aimed at Amer-
icanizing the Indians, along with increased contacts with the rapidly
growing American population in New Mexico, brought unprecedented
pressures toward assimilation.
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 Outside critics and admirers of  the Pueblo
traditionalists believed them to be resisting all such changes. In fact, tra-
ditionalists did not reject all aspects of  modern American culture, and
they certainly did not exist in a realm apart from it. I will argue that, along
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with their conscious acceptance of  certain innovations such as govern-
ment education, their very defense of  Pueblo “traditions” contributed to
subtle changes in Pueblo life. In particular, their use of  the language of
religious freedom introduced new elements of  individualism that slightly
altered Pueblo norms of  ceremonial participation.

Identifying shifts in Pueblo tradition is by no means intended to
disparage the Pueblo traditionalists’ accomplishments or question the
legitimacy of  their position. The concept of  an invented tradition is con-
troversial for good reason, particularly in the study of  Native Americans
and other indigenous peoples, because to some audiences such an argu-
ment suggests that the tradition in question is therefore being condemned
as inauthentic. Scholarship on invented traditions is thus often condemned
as serving antinative political interests.
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 In addition to these political con-
cerns, analyzing some traditions as “invented” can be misleading if  it
presumes a contrast with other putatively pure or authentic traditions. In
fact, all tradition is in a constant process of  reinvention to meet contem-
porary needs.
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 For all these reasons, I prefer to talk not about invented
traditions but about all tradition as adapted and adaptable. The early
twentieth-century adaptations of  Pueblo tradition were simply one more
step in an ongoing historical process of  Pueblo cultural adaptation through
cultural encounter with other Indians, Spaniards, Mexicans, and Anglo
Americans. The idea of  adaptable traditions fits very well with historian
Peter Nabokov’s suggestion, part of  a larger scholarly move to privilege
indigenous epistemologies, that American Indian ways of  doing history
assume the need for contemporary relevance and include multiple points
of  view.
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 In the Pueblo case, the shifts that resulted from traditionalists’
employment of  the category of  religion are best understood as a positive
adaptation to contemporary conditions—an adaptation that helped enable
the ongoing development of  Pueblo ways of  life.

 

the pueblo dance controversy

 

Pueblo Indian discussions of  religion in the 1920s cannot be understood
in isolation from the period’s ongoing battles over federal Indian policy
among missionaries, reformers, and government agents. Particularly sig-
nificant for the Pueblos was a controversy over Native American dances
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in the mid-1920s. This controversy erupted after BIA Commissioner
Charles Burke issued a circular letter in February 1923 instructing super-
intendents on all Indian reservations to do as much as they could to sup-
press Indian dancing. Burke’s specific recommendations included
prohibiting some dances completely, restricting all others to once a month
and not at all in the prime months for agricultural labor, and allowing no
one under fifty to participate or attend. The following week, Burke sent a
“Message to All Indians,” warning Native Americans themselves volun-
tarily to abandon all “useless and harmful performances . . . or else some
other course will have to be taken.” Behind this threat, of  course, lay a
long history of  often-violent suppression of  Native American cultural
practices. Most notably, the “Religious Crimes Code” of  1883 was a BIA
policy that authorized agency superintendents to use force and imprison-
ment to halt any Indian religious practices that they saw as immoral, sub-
versive of  government authority, or an impediment to the government’s
“civilizing” policies. In 1921, Commissioner Burke’s first circular letter
on Indian dances referred directly to this code. Here he encouraged super-
intendents to “enforce existing regulations” against Indian dancing—using
methods of  persuasion whenever possible, but force if  necessary. The Re-
ligious Crimes Code had been invoked as justification for the suppres-
sion of  many Native American ceremonies over the years, and Burke’s
dance circulars renewed the threat. At stake was the very survival of  dances
that were at the center of  ceremonial life for most Native American tribes,
including the Pueblos.
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As soon as they received Burke’s 1923 “Message to All Indians,” most
of  the Pueblo tribal councils wrote to ask that the BIA not restrict their
dances, and they refused to curtail their ceremonies in any way. The
Pueblos had known about the religious freedom guarantees of  the U.S.
Constitution for at least half  a century; in 1872 a sympathetic BIA agent
reported that he had guaranteed the Pueblos religious freedom after a
group of  tribal leaders complained about outside “interference in their re-
ligious affairs.”
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 But the Pueblos’ earliest responses to Burke’s dance
policy did not choose to emphasize a religious freedom argument; in fact,
these statements did not even use the word “religion.” Instead, Pueblo
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leaders denied that the circular could possibly apply to their own “cus-
toms” and “dances.” Governor Alcario Montoya and the Cochiti Pueblo
Council insisted that Burke’s concerns about the wastefulness of  Indian
dancing was not relevant to them. They informed the BIA that their
dances were held primarily in the winter and not in the busy agricultural
season when they might interfere with farmwork; that they did not “handle
poisonous snakes” or “give away money, horses, cattle, and other prop-
erty”; and that their Pueblo would always be self-supporting.
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 Poi-
gnantly, Zia Pueblo’s Governor Isidro Shije commented that he did not
understand why anyone would want to stop the Pueblo dances, as “we
are not doing anything bad in our old custom way.”
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 The Pueblos were
very concerned about this renewed threat to their dance ceremonies, but
they did not frame their initial concerns in terms of  religion or religious
freedom. Rather than claiming any inherent right to continue their
dances, they pointed to their economic self-sufficiency as evidence that
their dances were not harmful to Pueblo life.

At least one Pueblo tribal council experimented with defending the in-
trinsic value of  their ceremonies on quite different grounds than religious
freedom. The San Ildefonso Pueblo Council asked the teacher at their
day school to help them draft a letter to Commissioner Burke protesting
against the dance circular. This letter attempted to communicate the sig-
nificance of  the Pueblo dances in language other than religion: as filial
loyalty and as high art. They wrote,

 

Every Indian child is baptised [

 

sic

 

] in the Christian Church by the consent and
request of  its parents, and our children are trained in the Christian religion. But
we also teach our children reverence and love for the memorials of  their ancestors,
and we believe we have a right to do this. . . . To us, our dances are drama, opera,
and poetry. They are our heritage from men and women who lived under different
conditions than we, but whose stock we are. As their children, we hold sacred
their memories. We believe that the beauties wrought into the rhythmic form of
dances by them, as expressions of  the poetry and valor of  their souls, are good
rather than bad.
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Far from using “religion” to defend the Pueblo ceremonies, in this state-
ment the San Ildefonso Council applied the term not to the indigenous
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practices that the BIA threatened to suppress, but to the Catholicism that
almost all the Pueblos had embraced since the Spanish colonial period. In
this formulation, the Pueblo ceremonies were not “religion,” but simply
acts that were necessary for proper respect for the ancestors and that held
intrinsic artistic value. No doubt in part because of  the inclinations of  the
teacher who helped draft this letter, San Ildefonso leaders defended their
ceremonies according to the values of  art and respect for the ancestors,
rather than religious freedom.

Alongside these and other Native American protests, Commissioner
Burke’s 1923 circular sparked widespread controversy among non-Indian
reformers. Reformers had paid little attention to Burke’s 1921 dance cir-
cular. But by 1923, both critics and defenders of  Indian dances were
primed for debate on the issue. During the previous year, Protestant mis-
sionaries’ concerns about Indian dancing had been reinforced by a survey
of  Indian religious conditions and a subsequent series of  missionary con-
ferences organized by the Home Missions Council of  the Federal Council
of  Churches. At the meeting in South Dakota, missionaries expressed par-
ticular distaste for certain Sioux Indian dances and soon thereafter held a
meeting with BIA personnel to agree on specific ways to address the
problem.
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 Burke was sufficiently impressed with their plans that the 1923
dance circular simply repeated their recommendations verbatim, applying
them to Indians around the country. It is therefore not surprising that mis-
sionary leaders and like-minded reformers immediately began to call for
the new policy’s enforcement.

The Indian Rights Association (IRA), long a prominent voice in Indian
affairs, took a leading role in this campaign. Founded in 1882 by Chris-
tian reformers impressed with missionary efforts to civilize the Indians,
the IRA was part of  the broader turn-of-the-century progressive movement
that hoped to implement practical reforms aimed at improving the lives
of  people everywhere. The IRA, one of  several progressive organizations
created in the late nineteenth century to lobby for justice for the Indians,
emphasized land rights, education, health care, and the elimination of  BIA
corruption. And, in keeping with the common assumption that Chris-
tianity and Western civilization went hand in hand and were universally
beneficial, the IRA consistently supported efforts to discourage native tra-
ditions in order to promote assimilation.
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 In the 1920s, although alterna-
tive voices were emerging in Indian reform circles, the IRA continued to
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understand itself  as the progressive voice in Indian affairs. Its leaders
believed that most Indian dances were “degrading” and impeded Indian
progress toward “civilization” and ultimate assimilation, and so they were
inclined to support any government measure designed to suppress them.

The IRA focused its campaign on the Pueblo Indians because it be-
lieved that the Pueblo dances graphically demonstrated the problems with
Indian dancing more generally. Hoping to bolster the IRA’s publicity in
support of  the dance circular, the BIA had given the association copies of
the so-called secret dance file.
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 Compiled by Evander Sweet, a BIA in-
spector and former Methodist missionary, this file included affidavits
on the Hopi and Pueblo Indian dances from Christian missionaries, other
local whites, and selected Christian Indians. Based on these affidavits, the
IRA and like-minded critics charged that the secret portions of  the Pueblo
ceremonies involved sexual obscenity, fornication, and even sodomy and
bestiality; and that the sacred Pueblo clowns performed obscene acts in
full public view. Such allegations should not be understood as accurate
depictions of  the Pueblo dances, but as evidence of  the concerns of  the
missionaries and progressive reformers who distorted what they saw in
the Pueblo dances.
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 The progressive reformers based their case against
Indian dances largely on these affidavits—one reason for the controversy’s
focus on the Pueblos. In response, most Pueblo Indians and their sympa-
thizers during the dance controversy insisted that the Pueblo ceremonies
included no sexual immorality. The topic of  sexuality in Pueblo ceremo-
nies remains controversial today; contemporary Pueblos argue that too
many scholars have uncritically accepted missionary accounts, thereby
reinforcing colonialist depictions of  the oversexualized “primitive.”
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It is not my purpose to offer a full rebuttal of  these allegations or to re-
construct the Pueblo ceremonies, but a brief  discussion will provide some
clarity here. Pueblo ceremonies in the early twentieth century included a
great deal of  symbolism designed to ensure both human and agricultural
fertility, as they do today. Observers could interpret some of  this sym-
bolism as sexual. A larger concern in the affidavits in Sweet’s dance file
were the Pueblo sacred clowns, whose antics in early twentieth-century
ceremonies were occasionally quite graphic. Recent scholarship indi-
cates that such antics functioned to mock and therefore control socially
unacceptable behavior; in the words of  one contemporary Zuni leader,
these clowns remind the people how badly they behaved “before the gods
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instructed them in correct behavior.”
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 The clowns, of  course, are only
one aspect of  the varied and elaborate Pueblo ceremonies. In many of
these ceremonies, which are different at each Pueblo, dancers wear masks
to represent animals such as the buffalo, eagle, or deer; or to impersonate
the kachinas—spirits or ancestors who visit each year to bestow gifts of
rain, fertility, and other favors. These ceremonies are not simply symbolic
or expressive but are believed to perform vital instrumental functions
such as bringing rain and enabling the proper procession of  the seasons.
They are performed for the benefit of  the entire tribe and, in fact, to
maintain the harmony and balance of  the entire world.
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 Thus, although
Pueblo ceremonialism historically included some sexual symbolism, the
allegations of  immorality overstated its presence and completely misinter-
preted its meaning within the framework of  Pueblo culture.

Reformers on the opposing side of  the controversy, those who defended
Indian dances, had their own reasons for focusing on the Pueblos. During
the previous decades, the Pueblos had received more and more attention
from anthropologists, artists, and writers. Many of  these intellectuals were
part of  the early twentieth-century modernist movement in art and litera-
ture, a movement that looked to so-called primitive cultures as a source
of  artistic inspiration. Disillusioned with what they saw as the spiritual
and creative bankruptcy of  Western civilization, they sought inspiration
in the supposed purity, vitality, and communalism of  the primitive. The
Pueblos had never been forced from their land, and their ways of  life did
not seem to have changed as much as those of  most other Native Ameri-
cans. For these reasons many modernist intellectuals viewed the Pueblos
as among the most authentic surviving Indians. Enchanted by New
Mexico’s spectacular landscapes as well as by its Indian and Hispanic
cultures, artists and writers began to move to the area, and by 1920 Santa
Fe and Taos were already well-established arts colonies. When the noto-
rious Bursum Bill—intended to settle long-standing title disputes on the
land originally granted to the Pueblos by the Spanish Empire—threatened
to hand virtually all disputed tracts to the non-Indian claimants, many of
the Pueblos’ cultured admirers adopted a new political activism. Along
with the Pueblos themselves, a coalition of  reform organizations (several
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of  them created for this purpose by the newly mobilized modernist re-
formers) successfully defeated the Bursum Bill. Afterward, many of  the
same modernists would be involved in the effort to shape replacement
legislation, passed in 1924 as the Pueblo Lands Act.24 These reformers
reacted against Burke’s 1923 dance circular and the associated allegations
of  immorality as yet another threat to their beloved Pueblos.

Modernist reformers leapt to defend the Pueblos on moral, scientific,
constitutional, and economic grounds. Morally, they argued, the U.S. gov-
ernment had the obligation not to destroy but to help preserve the ancient
and beautiful traditions of  Indians who had been so badly treated over the
centuries by European and American rule. The Santa Fe New Mexican,
whose editor was a member of  the New Mexican Association on Indian
Affairs, opined that the dance circular was “vandalism not only physical
but moral.” The Pueblo ceremonial dances had inestimable scientific value,
the editorial continued, because they brought “hidden prehistoric times
down to the present.”25 From New York, the Eastern Association on
Indian Affairs wrote to Secretary of  the Interior Hubert Work that the
Pueblo ceremonies deserved to be preserved as “a national asset of  unique
historic value” and that Commissioner Burke’s dance policy represented
a violation of  the Indians’ constitutional and treaty-guaranteed rights of
religious freedom.26 And the Santa Fe New Mexican called for action by
the “civic organizations of  Santa Fe and New Mexico” to stop this threat
to “one of  the greatest business assets of  the southwest.” Two weeks later,
the paper reported that Edgar L. Hewett, director of  the Museum of  New
Mexico and a leading organizer of  the Santa Fe Fiesta (which relied on
Indian dancing as its primary tourist attraction), had asked Commissioner
Burke for the circular’s repeal and had announced that as a state institution
the museum could “have nothing to do with any preparations for holding
Indian dances” as long as Burke’s circular remained in effect.27

Of all these arguments, Pueblo leaders found religious freedom the most
compatible with their own interests in combating the allegations against
their ceremonies. Influenced partly by the modernist reformers, tradition-
alist Pueblo leaders increasingly began to use the language of  religion and
religious freedom. Probably the most important step in this development

24 The most thorough discussions of  these land conflicts appear in Kenneth Philp, John
Collier’s Crusade for Indian Reform, 1920–1954 (Tucson: University of  Arizona Press, 1977),
26–54; and Lawrence Kelly, The Assault on Assimilation: John Collier and the Origins of
Indian Policy Reform (Albuquerque: University of  New Mexico Press, 1983), 213–94.
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was a crisis at Taos Pueblo in the spring of  1924. In April 1924, Commis-
sioner Burke and Interior Secretary Work visited Taos and threatened un-
specified “action against the Pueblo” if  two Taos boys did not immediately
resume their attendance at the government day school.28 Taos religious
leaders had withdrawn these boys for religious initiation ceremonies,
which lasted a year to eighteen months and provided future Taos leaders
with detailed training in tribal history and ceremonies. The Taos tribal
council replied to Burke that they could not return the boys to school be-
cause if  the children were not initiated then there would be no one who
could maintain Taos’ traditions in the coming generation, and the Pueblo’s
entire way of  life would die.29 Taos leaders consulted with Ina Sizer
Cassidy, a leading member of  the modernist American Indian Defense
Association (AIDA), and she urged the Pueblo to fight Burke on religious
freedom grounds.30 Hoping to develop a unified Pueblo response, Taos
called a meeting of  the Council of  All the New Mexico Pueblos.31 There,
modernist reformer John Collier, executive director of  the American
Indian Defense Association and a future Commissioner of  Indian Affairs,
gave a long speech arguing that Pueblo religion had the same constitutional
rights as Catholicism, Judaism, or any other religion. He encouraged the
Pueblos to demand their religious freedom in court if  necessary.32 The
All-Pueblo Council’s resulting appeal to the public listed Commissioner
Burke’s dance circulars and the recent order to Taos as evidence of  a con-
certed effort to destroy Pueblo religion, and it called for public support
for the Pueblo demand for religious freedom.33 This All-Pueblo Council
appeal crystallized the traditionalist demand for religious freedom, and
many future statements echoed its language.

negotiating religious freedom in the pueblos

The All-Pueblo Council’s demands for religious freedom were directed
not only at the Bureau of  Indian Affairs but also at an opposition move-
ment then gaining strength within many of  the Pueblos. Just a few days

28 Ina Sizer Cassidy to Hubert Work, April 24, 1924, file 006, Cassidy Collection.
29 Taos Pueblo Governor and Council to Charles Burke, May 7, 1924, box 318, folder 4,

Association on American Indian Affairs Papers, Department of  Rare Books and Special Col-
lections, Princeton University Library, Princeton, NJ (hereafter cited as AAIA Papers).

30 Ina Sizer Cassidy to A. A. Berle, April 24, 1924, file 012, Cassidy Collection.
31 The Pueblos trace this intertribal cooperation back to the 1680 revolt against Spanish

colonial rule. In more recent times, the Council had convened to submit joint appeals and
develop common policies on questions that concerned all the Pueblos, such as tribal sov-
ereignty land rights. See Joe S. Sando, Pueblo Nations: Eight Centuries of Pueblo Indian
History (Santa Fe, NM: Clear Light, 1992).

32 John Collier, “Statement to Pueblo Indian Council on Religious Freedom,” May 5, 1924,
Reel 40, IRA Papers.

33 Council of  All the New Mexico Pueblos, “Declaration to all Indians and to the People
of  the United States.”
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earlier, a group of  self-identified Pueblo “progressives” had met for the
first time to form their own organization. The Council of  Progressive
Pueblo Indians, intended as an alternative to the All-Pueblo Council, issued
its own demand for religious freedom from what it saw as persecution by
tribal leaders. The progressives claimed that some traditionalist Pueblo
leaders had penalized those who refused to participate in ceremonial
dances through heavy fines, confiscation of  land, and general social ostra-
cism.34 At a second meeting, twenty-five progressive delegates from Santa
Clara, Cochiti, San Juan, and Santa Ana Pueblos approved resolutions
charging that the “Pueblo officials . . . try to make slaves of  us under pre-
tense of  alleged ancient customs . . . because of  our refusal to take part in
secret and unchristian dances.” They appealed for “religious liberty and a
voice in the management of  our pueblo affairs which we do not now have
on account of  our refusal to conform to outgrown customs.”35 These pro-
gressives presented their own appeal for “religious liberty”—that is, from
coerced participation in the tribal dances—as a major issue in the Pueblos’
factional disputes.

The All-Pueblo Council adamantly refuted the progressives’ charges
that anyone was experiencing religious persecution in the pueblos. The
council’s initial response angrily accused the dissidents of  hypocrisy and
simple rebellion. It stated, “The caciques don’t harm you. . . . You want to
go on large as you please. You don’t want to obey your pueblo governors,
neither the officials of  the U.S. government. . . . If  you were progressive
you wouldn’t try to destroy your people’s unity.”36 The All-Pueblo Council
argued that the charge of  pagans persecuting Christians was ridiculous
because virtually all of  the Pueblos were Christians. As a result of  Spanish
missions beginning in the sixteenth century, they had been Catholics for
centuries. The Council wrote: “As you know, we are all Christians—those
few men who proclaim themselves Christian Progressives are no more
Christian nor different Christian than we, and we cannot make out how
they are more progressive than we, except that they are following after
White men who are against us on the land question and that they won’t
pay their taxes.”37 For the traditionalists of  the All-Pueblo Council, the

34 Digest of  the Discussions at the Council of  Progressive Pueblo Indians held at Santa
Ana, May 1–3, 1924, file 150, Central Classified Files, 1907–39, Northern Pueblo Records,
Records of  the Bureau of  Indian Affairs, RG 75, National Archives and Records Administra-
tion, Washington, DC (hereafter cited as BIA Washington).

35 Progressive Pueblo Council, “Resolutions of  the All-Pueblo Progressive Indian
Council,” May 27, 1924, file 049, Hewett Collection, Archives of  the Laboratory of  Anthro-
pology/Museum of  Indian Arts and Culture, Sante Fe, NM.

36 “All Lies, Declare Governors of  Pueblos, and Village Officials,” Santa Fe New Mexi-
can, July 2, 1924.

37 Reprinted in Indian Defense Association of  Central and Northern California, “The
Pueblo Indians and Constitutional Government,” August 1924, Indian Correspondence,
folder 110, SWAIA Records.
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Pueblo progressives’ complaints were explicable only as evidence that
land-hungry whites were exploiting disgruntled tribal members who re-
sented having to contribute to the community work, commonly under-
stood as the Pueblos’ form of  taxes, shared within each Pueblo.

These traditionalist allegations against the progressives had consider-
able merit. Just as the traditionalists received help from modernist re-
formers, Pueblo progressives looked to white assimilationist reformers
for aid. Assimilationists were instrumental in organizing the Progressive
Pueblo Council and in shaping the language of  its public resolutions.
Clara True, a former BIA schoolteacher and longtime mentor of  the Santa
Clara progressives, had encouraged the Progressive Pueblo Council’s
formation. She enlisted the aid of  Santa Fe attorney and progressive ally
A. B. Renehan, who drafted the council’s first set of  resolutions.38 True
asked the council to hold its first meeting in May 1924 to correspond
with the visit of  IRA agent Matthew Sniffen, who was in New Mexico to
find additional evidence of  the immorality of  the Pueblo dances.39 Taking
Sniffen to this meeting was part of  True’s effort to persuade the IRA to
adopt the Pueblo progressive cause. If  the IRA could demonstrate that a
growing movement of  “well-educated” and “Christian” Pueblo Indians
found the ceremonies repugnant to their religious convictions, they be-
lieved that they could solidify their case against the Indian dances.40

Further, since these Pueblo progressives claimed religious persecution by
tribal officials, the IRA could turn the tables on modernist critics and
claim that it was the Christian Indians and not the “pagan” Indians who
needed (and merited) religious freedom.41 For these reasons, the IRA and
sympathetic New Mexican reformers encouraged the Pueblo progressives
to frame their cause in terms of  religious freedom. The IRA hired True
as its associate secretary in June 1924, and for the rest of  that year they
publicized the Pueblo progressives’ appeal, always highlighting the re-
ligious aspects of  the dispute.42 Self-identified progressives had long
existed in many of  the Pueblos, but it is clear that True facilitated the
Progressive Pueblo Council’s formation and encouraged its emphasis on
religious freedom.

The Progressive Pueblo Council’s very existence and its publicized
focus on religious issues tended to weaken the Pueblos in the ongoing
land disputes. Over and over in the summer and fall of  1924, modernist
reformers and traditionalist Pueblos charged that settlers’ advocates were

38 A. B. Renehan to Charles Burke, June 7, 1924, box 318, folder 4, AAIA Papers.
39 Matthew Sniffen to Herbert Welsh, April 29, 1924, Reel 40, IRA Papers.
40 Herbert Welsh to Irving Bachellor, October 25, 1924, Reel 88, IRA Papers.
41 Matthew K. Sniffen, “Religious Liberty and the Pueblo Councils,” Indian Truth 1, no. 4

(May 1924): 2–3.
42 Matthew Sniffen to Clara True, May 24, 1924, Reel 88, IRA Papers; see, e.g., Matthew

K. Sniffen, “Progressive Indians,” Indian Truth 2, no. 2 (February 1925): 3–4.
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using the Pueblo progressives in hopes of  preventing the Pueblo from
effectively defending their land claims.43 Strong circumstantial evidence
supports this claim. A. B. Renehan, who drafted the progressive council
resolutions, was one of  the original authors of  the Bursum Bill and an
active advocate for non-Indian settlers in land disputes with the Pueblos.44

True was also active in the settlers’ campaign. She owned land in the areas
claimed by San Ildefonso and Santa Clara Pueblos, and she was respon-
sible for hiring Renehan as the settlers’ attorney.45 By all indications, most
Pueblo progressives intended to strengthen rather than weaken the tribal
land claims; some of  them had actively participated in the campaign
against the Bursum Bill. Nevertheless, their very existence and their
alliance with known settlers’ advocates tended to weaken Pueblo unity in
the land claims as well as in religious matters.46 Divided Pueblos would
likely be unable to present a strong case before the Lands Board that had
been created to decide the contested land claims.

Despite such unintended consequences, the Pueblo progressives did not
necessarily share the agenda of  their non-Indian allies. The venom of  their
allegations against tribal officials should not be taken as an absolute re-
jection of  Pueblo tradition. In fact, many self-identified Pueblo progres-
sives continued to participate in the ceremonial dances. Laguna Pueblo
considered itself  the most progressive Pueblo; its leaders were suspicious
of  John Collier and refused to join in the All-Pueblo Council’s petitions
for religious freedom. But Laguna’s tribal council also declined to send
delegates to the Progressive Pueblo Council and insisted that the BIA not
“interfere with our customs or dances as long as we do not violate the
law.”47 Many of  Santa Clara Pueblo’s progressives, always the largest del-
egation to the Progressive Pueblo Council, also maintained their cere-
monial participation. Santa Clara’s progressive and traditionalist factions
largely corresponded to a ceremonial-governmental division, common to
all the Tewa-speaking Pueblos, between Winter and Summer moieties.
During and after the dance controversy, both Santa Clara’s “progressive”

43 John Collier, “Persecuting the Pueblos: The Indian Bureau Denies Its Wards Religious
Liberty,” Sunset Magazine 53, no. 7 (July 1924): 50, 92–93; Indian Defense Association
of  Central and Northern California, “The Pueblo Indians and Constitutional Government,”
August 1924, Indian Correspondence, folder 110, SWAIA Records.

44 A. B. Renehan to Mr. Frank Bond, November 29, 1922, Renehan-Gilbert Papers, New
Mexico State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe.

45 Pueblo of  San Ildefonso Report, March 24, 1922, and Pueblo of  Santa Clara Report,
March 24, 1922, both in file 154, Central Classified Files, 1907–39, Northern Pueblo
Records, BIA Washington.

46 Tisa Wenger, “Land, Culture, and Sovereignty in the Pueblo Dance Controversy,”
Journal of the Southwest 16, no. 2 (Fall 2004): 381–412.

47 Laguna Pueblo Governor and Council to Charles Burke, January 29, 1927, Reel 5,
Collier Papers.
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Winter moiety and its “conservative” Summer moiety continued to per-
form their traditional ceremonial dances, although some of  the more
radical Santa Clara progressives apparently did not participate.48 The
progressives, dominant in the Winter moiety, were apparently quite care-
ful to prevent white assimilationist reformers like True from knowing of
these ceremonies.49 The factional conflicts at Santa Clara, in other words,
had a long and complex history that did not accurately map onto the cate-
gories of  the Anglo reformers.

Even those Pueblo progressives who refused to participate in the cere-
monies were primarily interested not in discrediting Indian tradition but
in advancing Pueblo fortunes in the modern world. Most Pueblo progres-
sives refused to endorse the IRA’s allegations of  sexual immorality in
the Pueblo ceremonial dances. For example, when the IRA interviewed
Manuel Mondragon of  Taos Pueblo, Mondragon unequivocally denied
his questioners’ assertions that the dances were immoral. He refused to
participate in the dances, or to ask his children to participate in them, not
because of  any supposed immorality but because he wanted his children
to “go to school and learn . . . and earn their own living,” rather than to
“put the Indian clothes on.” For Mondragon and like-minded progressives,
the dances interfered with the young people’s ability to “compete with the
white man.”50 Some Pueblo progressives believed that the dances took
too much time away from productive labor. Even before Burke issued his
1923 circular, Antonio Montoya of  Cochiti Pueblo complained that Pueblo
officials gave ceremonial dancers a temporary exemption from the com-
munity work—such as maintaining the irrigation ditches, roads, the
mission church, and other public spaces—normally shared by able-bodied
Pueblo men. He worried that with so much dancing, the Cochiti Indians
would never progress, become “good citizens,” or even get all their work
done.51 These Pueblo progressives believed that the tribal religious leaders
and their ceremonies impeded progress in the Pueblos. They were certain
that if  such impediments could be removed, they could bring significant
economic benefits to their tribes in a short time.52 Pueblo progressives

48 Ina Sizer Cassidy to John Collier, March 2, 1925, file 005, Cassidy Collection.
49 Several years after the controversy, True commented on the division between the

“Summer and Winter clans” at Santa Clara, but she insisted that the Progressives held “no
allegiance with any ceremonial organization” (Clara True to Commissioner of  Indian
Affairs, December 15, 1929, Indian Correspondence, folder 110, SWAIA Records).

50 Statement of  Joe Lejon and Manuel Mondragon, May 15, 1924, Reel 40, IRA Papers.
51 Antonio Montoya to Samuel Beahm, February 9, 1923, file 63, Various Pueblo Juris-

dictions, Consolidated Correspondence and Other Records, 1911–34, Records of  the Bureau
of  Indian Affairs, RG 75, National Archives and Records Administration, Washington, DC
(hereafter cited as BIA Denver).

52 Joseph Montoya to the editor of  the Santa Fe New Mexican, July 3, 1924, Indian
Correspondence, folder 110, SWAIA Records.
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allied with non-Indian assimilationist reformers because both groups were
convinced that the Pueblos needed to abandon some Indian traditions in
order to get ahead in the modern world, and it was largely for the sake of
these allies that Pueblo progressives framed the issue in terms of  religious
freedom from tribal coercion.

Whether Pueblo leaders had in fact forced unwilling tribal members
to participate in the dances is perhaps a matter of  interpretation. Each
Pueblo had a variety of  ceremonial societies that were responsible for
conducting the various dances, and in most dances the performers were
drawn exclusively from members of  the relevant society. When IRA
investigators asked Antonio Romero, governor of  Taos Pueblo in 1924,
whether he would let his son be “forced” to participate in “religious cere-
monies” if  he did not wish to do so, Governor Romero answered that “if
he is a member” then he must take part; if  not, then in fact he would not
be permitted to do so. Romero further explained that he would insist that
his sons join one of  the societies because their training comprised “a fine
study”—one that he himself  treasured just as much as he valued his edu-
cation in English. In any case, for Romero the point was moot because,
he claimed, all the boys wanted “to be a member” because they thought
they would “have a good time.”53 Here, at the time the BIA was attempting
to restrict tribal initiations on the grounds that the children could not take
that time away from school, Romero very astutely framed the issue in
terms of  education. He seemed to be saying that if  the U.S. government
could force children to attend school under compulsory education laws,
then Taos Pueblo could also require its children to obtain its own brand
of  education—one which its people found equally valuable. Romero
certainly considered dancing to be one of  the obligations incumbent on
society members, and it is not difficult to imagine him enforcing such
participation as part of  his responsibilities as governor.

In fact, most Pueblo people understood the ceremonial dances as a
group event that benefited the entire community, in which all should
ideally be prepared to participate as necessary. In 1924, BIA inspector
C. V. Safford visited several Pueblos to investigate the progressive
allegations of  religious persecution by tribal leaders. He asked Cochiti
Pueblo’s Governor Luis Ortiz whether he considered the upcoming
Christmas dance in the Pueblo to be “for the benefit of  the whole Pueblo,
and the whole world . . . hard work, which you believe necessary to bring
the rain and good drops and good for all the people?” Governor Ortiz
responded simply, “Yes.” Similarly, Cochiti council member Alcario

53 Statement of  Antonio Romero, May 15, 1924, Reel 40, IRA Papers.
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Montoya testified that a man who dances in the Pueblo “is benefiting his
people.”54 For these Cochiti officials, dancing in the tribal ceremonies
was an important part of  the necessary work of  the community, along with
maintaining irrigation ditches and cleaning the church and other public
spaces. Part of  the governor’s task was to ensure that all tribal members
did their share of  this work. Like these Cochiti leaders, most Pueblo
people did not think of  the dances as part of  a defined “religion,” a matter
of  individual conscience that could be separated from the rest of  Pueblo
life. Instead, these performances served the whole community by bring-
ing rain and a good growing season, and by maintaining the balance and
harmony of  the whole earth. Each member of  the community shared
in these benefits. Therefore the tribal leaders had every right to assign,
and the governor to enforce, tribal members’ participation in the dances.
This conception of  dances as community work is very different from the
assimilationists’ emphasis on the individual’s right to abstain from the
dances as a matter of  religious freedom.

As Ortiz and Montoya indicate, not all Pueblo people adopted the new
language of  “religion” and “religious freedom.” Pueblo leaders who were
not closely linked to the dance controversy were particularly unlikely to
use this language. When questioned by Inspector Safford, Ortiz and Mon-
toya did not defend the dances by appealing for religious freedom, but by
explaining the importance of  these ceremonies for the tribe’s overall
well-being. Similarly, a 1925 petition from Zuni Pueblo to Commissioner
Burke, complaining of  undue interference by the BIA superintendent,
appealed for the preservation not of  religion, but of  the “ancient custom
of  the tribe.”55 But some tribal council statements did reflect the new lan-
guage. The Taos Pueblo Council, for instance, appealed to “friendly or-
ganizations” and to Commissioner Burke for the preservation of  “the
religious rights of  this Pueblo” and for “our right to maintain our reli-
gion.”56 Not surprisingly, those Pueblos that were most directly involved
in the dance controversy, such as Taos, made the most use of  religious
freedom appeals.

At these Pueblos, the language of  religion and religious freedom intro-
duced a slightly more individualistic presentation of  ceremonial respon-
sibilities, at least to the outside world. When the BIA finally agreed to let
Taos keep its children out of  school as a matter of  religious freedom,
Northern Pueblos superintendent C. J. Crandall insisted that Taos must

54 C. V. Safford, “Report on Cochito Pueblo,” December 17, 1924, Reel 41, IRA Papers.
55 Zuni High Priests and Officials to Charles Burke, January 24, 1925, Reel 5, Collier
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also stop coercing individuals to dance if  they did not wish to do so.57

BIA School Superintendent H. B. Peairs, who was also present at the
meeting, reported that after a great deal of  hesitation, the Taos war chief
had stepped forward and said that “they would consider the right of  the
Indian young people to make their own decision with reference to re-
ligious and other ceremonies and that the old Indian people would not
compel the returned students to participate in any of  their ceremonies if
it were against the wishes of  the people.”58 By defining the Pueblo tra-
ditions as religion, these leaders denied the Pueblo progressives any ex-
clusive claim to the constitutional right of  religious freedom. And they
hoped to convince the progressives that faithfulness to this Indian re-
ligion was the best way to ensure the survival of  the Pueblo people. In
so doing, the Taos traditionalists successfully defended their religious
initiation practices. With this success came the necessity to recognize the
right of  individuals to refuse participation in the ceremonies. What I am
suggesting is not that this right of  refusal never previously existed, but
that Pueblo leaders would have been unlikely to discuss the ceremonial
dances in quite this way before they began using the language of  religion
and religious freedom. The religious freedom defense was somewhat
effective as a discursive strategy for protecting Pueblo traditions from
outright government suppression. Accompanying it was a degree of  im-
plicit individualism, derived from American conceptions of  religious
freedom, which forced traditionalist Pueblos to conceive of  ritual respon-
sibilities in newly individualistic terms.

defending pueblo sovereignty

Pueblo traditionalists quickly began to apply the religious freedom defense
not only to the ceremonial dances but also to other aspects of  Pueblo life,
particularly the problem of  tribal sovereignty. For decades, the Pueblos
had battled against BIA officials’ attempts to limit the authority of  Pueblo
governments. For their part, BIA officials sought to clarify jurisdictional
questions and ideally to institute a wider role for federal authority—often
with the intention of  protecting the Pueblos against the loss of  tribal land,
and always with the hope of  assimilating the Indians into the American
mainstream.59 In late 1924, the sovereignty issue arose again as a result
of  Santa Clara Pueblo’s severe factional conflicts. Santa Clara’s progres-
sives (the Winter People) complained that the traditionalist leaders of  the

57 C. J. Crandall to Charles Burke, August 13, 1924, file 816, Central Classified Files,
1907–39, Northern Pueblo Records, BIA Washington.

58 H. B. Peairs to Charles Burke, January 23, 1925, file 816, Central Classified Files,
1907–39, Northern Pueblo Records, BIA Washington.

59 Kelly, The Assault on Assimilation, 193–98.
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tribal council (the Summer People’s leaders) had unfairly monopolized
power for the past three decades. They had no problem with the old
“customs of  government,” in which the Pueblo’s Summer and Winter
caciques alternated in selecting a new governor each year, but claimed
that the traditionalists had seized all the power and were therefore no
longer following that tradition. Convinced that the old “customs” could
not easily be restored, they proposed that the coming year’s governor be
chosen by lot. And, anticipating a religious freedom defense from their
traditionalist opponents, they insisted that this proposal would require “no
change in any purely religious custom.” They asked BIA Superintendent
C. J. Crandall to take their side by enforcing their proposal.60

Crandall went even further. After consulting with Commissioner Burke,
he wrote to the Santa Clara tribal council that their “ancient form of  gov-
ernment” was undemocratic and therefore “contrary to the spirit and prac-
tice of  the American people.” He suggested to both factions that each of
them field a candidate for “a general election.” And he threatened that if
the factional difficulties persisted, the BIA might simply appoint a gov-
ernor for Santa Clara.61 Santa Clara’s tribal council categorically refused,
arguing that they were already “living in the American spirit” and that
the U.S. Constitution protected their form of  government because it was
“a part of  our religion.” They promised to strictly observe the traditional
practice of  having the Winter and Summer caciques take turns appoint-
ing the governors. Further, they claimed that their system should be un-
objectionable to advocates of  democracy because it was the will of  the
Pueblo’s majority. Thus, on the all-American grounds of  religious free-
dom and democracy, they refused to participate in an election for tribal
governor.62

These events were one step in a much longer process of  Pueblo cul-
tural adaptation to outside rule. The office of  governor had not always

60 Progressive Pueblos of  Santa Clara to Superintendent C. J. Crandall, December 4,
1924, Reel 41, IRA Papers; see also Santa Clara Pueblo to the Honorable Chairman of  the
Subcommittee and His Committeemen and the Officials of  the Indian Service, n.d. (1927?),
Reel 1, Collier Papers. On ceremonial organization among the Tewa Pueblos, see Alfonso
Ortiz, The Tewa World: Space, Time, Being, and Becoming in a Pueblo Society (Chicago:
University of  Chicago Press, 1969). Bruce MacLachlan, “Indian Law and Puebloan Tribal
Law” (in North American Indian Anthropology: Essays on Society and Culture, ed. Ray-
mond J. DeMallie and Alfonso Ortiz [Norman: University of  Oklahoma Press, 1996], 345),
notes a conservative takeover of  Santa Clara’s government in 1894. This faction, he writes,
was “dominated by an authoritarian, theocratic viewpoint that ascribed legitimate power to
the traditional religious organization, and conceded little independent authority or discretion
to the secular officers introduced by the Spanish.”
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been a part of  Pueblo “tradition.” This was originally a Spanish impo-
sition, intended to separate religious and civil authority in the Pueblos.
The Spanish wanted to strip the existing tribal leaders, whom they called
caciques (originally a Caribbean term for “chief ”), of  their political
authority. Instead, the Pueblos made the caciques responsible for select-
ing the governors, who handled all tribal business with the outside world
and effectively shielded the caciques from having to engage directly with
colonial authorities. Although outsiders saw them as religious leaders, the
caciques remained the ultimate authorities over all of  Pueblo life. The
controversies of  the 1920s heightened factionalism in some Pueblos, such
as Santa Clara, and brought increased BIA attention to Pueblo gover-
nance. Pressure by the United States to elect Pueblo governors democrat-
ically continued with the Indian Reorganization Act of  1934, when several
Pueblos (including Santa Clara) did adopt written constitutions providing
for elective governments. This system continued the process, begun when
the Spanish imposed the office of  governor, of  separating religious leader-
ship from a secularized government. This separation, of  course, has never
been complete.63

In 1924, Santa Clara’s competing factions each appealed to their allies
among the white reformers for help. True, and through her the IRA, under-
stood Santa Clara’s conflict as an opportunity to unseat the religious
hierarchy of  the Pueblos by installing young progressive leaders. With her
encouragement, the Santa Clara progressives called a general election,
knowing that most Santa Clara people would refuse to participate and
that the BIA was inclined to support a democratically elected official.
Not surprisingly, they elected their own candidate as governor.64 Mean-
while, the Santa Clara traditionalists appealed to AIDA for help; AIDA
lawyers supported the tribal council’s religious freedom defense with the
opinion that the government had “no right to interfere with the religious
liberty of  the people of  Santa Clara nor to disturb their form of  govern-
ment.” The AIDA considered this a matter of  utmost importance not only
as an issue of  religious freedom, but because they feared that the BIA was
corrupted by “settler influence” and was attempting to forcibly install
Pueblo officials whom they could manipulate into betraying Pueblo inter-
ests in the ongoing disputes over Pueblo lands. Thus, they were willing
to provide legal help for the traditionalist faction if  necessary.65 And
according to long-standing custom, on New Year’s Day the traditionalist

63 See Sando, Pueblo Nations, 249, 14–15; MacLachlan, “Indian Law and Puebloan Tribal
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cacique selected Victoriano Sisneros as the Pueblo’s governor.66 Each
faction refused to recognize the opposing governor, and for the next three
years Santa Clara Pueblo had two competing sets of  tribal officials.

The Santa Clara traditionalists’ demands for religious freedom clearly
influenced the BIA’s response to this crisis. Despite the fears of  the mod-
ernist reformers, BIA officials were not motivated by any sinister plot to
defraud the Pueblos of  their land, and they tried very hard not to take
sides in this conflict. Both Commissioner Burke and Superintendent Cran-
dall wanted to gradually Americanize the Pueblos, but they also needed
to balance competing political pressures at the local and national levels.
In some cases they simply took the path of  least resistance. With each of
Santa Clara’s governors claiming the right to allocate tribal funds, irri-
gation rights, and shared labor responsibilities, the Pueblo’s division
caused serious problems both for its people and for Superintendent Cran-
dall. Yet Burke and Crandall were quite hesitant to interfere, in part be-
cause they feared the contentiousness of  the religious freedom issue.
Crandall wrote that the Pueblos would “oppose very vigorously any
drastic steps taken” to change their system of  government because it was
“a part of  their pagan or religious organization.” For that reason, he de-
termined that despite IRA agitation it was best not to interfere too much
in Santa Clara’s conflict.67 Commissioner Burke, in Washington, DC,
and more directly concerned with the prospect of  modernist reformers’
negative publicity, had already reached the same conclusion.68 Concerned
about the Pueblo traditionalists’ insistence that their government was
part of  their prized religion and fearing that modernist reformers would
publicize yet another religious freedom violation, the BIA simply avoided
action for as long as possible.

When the federal government finally did intervene in the standoff  be-
tween Santa Clara’s competing factions, guarantees of  religious freedom
were crucial to the resolution. By late 1927, the BIA was desperate to re-
solve the conflict. The BIA had been harvesting timber on Santa Clara
lands and needed to identify the legitimate governor in order to negotiate
the terms for this and other legal matters. Assistant Commissioner E. B.
Meritt visited Santa Clara to work out an agreement satisfactory to all
parties. Both Juan Gutierrez, the conservative governor, and Desiderio
Naranjo, the progressive governor, promised to abide by his decisions.
Much of  the resulting agreement focused on the allocation of  water

66 Victoriano Sisneros to C. J. Crandall, January 2, 1925, file 019, Cassidy Collection.
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and of  community work, long-standing points of  conflict between Santa
Clara’s Winter and Summer moieties. Both parties agreed that Gutierrez
would serve out the current year as governor for the entire Pueblo. In
future years, Meritt decided, each party would select a candidate, and the
entire Pueblo would vote. Finally, religious freedom would be preserved
both by the BIA, which would not interfere with the Pueblo dances, and
by the Pueblo government, which would not require any unwilling person
to participate in the dances.69 The BIA believed this agreement to be an
ideal compromise, one that apparently satisfied both Pueblo factions, in-
troduced democracy, and guaranteed religious freedom for both tradition-
alists and progressives in the Pueblos—and might therefore satisfy both
modernist and progressive reformers as well.

Soon after Meritt’s visit, the traditionalists signaled their discomfort
with the new agreement. They claimed that the governor had been forced
to sign, and in keeping with their earlier objections they complained that
elections were too far removed from the traditional method of  selecting
governors. Governor Gutierrez, his supporters, and the AIDA argued that
the traditionalists’ original plan was actually more fair to the progressives
because each faction would be guaranteed the chance to select the governor
every other year. In contrast, under the Meritt plan, the candidate of  the
majority party (the traditionalists, or the Summer People) would always
win the majority vote.70 Santa Clara does not seem to have actually im-
plemented elections in the 1920s, though the competing factions did rec-
ognize a single governor after Meritt’s visit. Although this so-called Meritt
Plan proved less popular and less successful than first hoped, the BIA re-
fused officially to reverse it. In fact, BIA agents attempted to implement
the plan in other Pueblos where factional disputes became a problem.71

In defending their form of  government in terms of  religious freedom,
Santa Clara’s leaders presented a newly individualistic understanding of
ceremonial participation. In fact, the Pueblo’s traditionalists insisted that
their system already provided individual religious freedom. As they had
written before Meritt’s visit, “under our ancient form of  government and
the form of  government that we are now seeking to re-establish in this
outline no male or female is required to participate directly or indirectly

69 E. B. Meritt, “Agreement of  Progressive and Conservative Parties of  the Santa Clara
Pueblo,” October 22, 1927, file 064, Northern Pueblos Agency, General Correspondence
File, 1904–37, BIA Denver.

70 Charles Fahy to John Coller, January 28, 1928, Reel 1, Collier Papers. According to Fahy,
an AIDA lawyer in Santa Fe, Santa Clara’s progressives did not dispute the conservative
plan’s fairness. Instead, they complained that it had never worked because the conservatives
treated them unfairly by not informing them of  meetings and not honoring an individual’s
right to abstain from the ceremonies.

71 Ina Sizer Cassidy to John Collier, February 18, 1933, file 005, Cassidy Collection.
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in the dances or religious observances; that is a matter which they must
and have a right to decide by themselves.”72 Here, as at Taos, the Santa
Clara traditionalists framed participation in the Pueblo religious cere-
monies as a matter of  individual conscience, which they depicted as part
of  Pueblo tradition. According to BIA superintendent Chester E. Faris a
few years later, Santa Clara and other Pueblos were “getting more and
more tolerant” in regard to ceremonial life, and very rarely was it any
longer “forced upon those unwilling to recognize it as community obli-
gation.”73 For the Pueblos, embracing the category of  “religion” and em-
ploying the religious freedom defense meant a subtle shift from viewing
participation in the ceremonies in terms of  community obligation to see-
ing it as a matter of  individual conscience.

Beyond Santa Clara, appealing to religious freedom in defense of  Pueblo
self-government became a frequent Pueblo strategy in the mid-1920s. A
1925 All-Pueblo Council petition “to the President of  the U.S., the Con-
gress, and Our Friends the American People” protested government
attempts to limit both ceremonial dances and tribal governance as “inter-
ference in religious liberty.” The Council complained that Superintendent
Crandall had arrested Taos Pueblo’s entire tribal council because he dis-
agreed with its decision to whip two young men, Joe Sandoval and Juan
Gomes, who attended a religious ceremony “dressed in non-ceremonial
costumes.”74 From Crandall’s perspective, the tribal council had to be
punished because they had violated the agreement, made when the BIA
agreed to let Taos take students out of  school for religious initiation, to
grant religious freedom to any young people who were unwilling to par-
ticipate in the ceremonies. At his request, an assistant U.S. attorney filed
charges against the tribal council. With AIDA lawyers defending the In-
dians, a federal district judge ruled that his court had no jurisdiction in
this case. Crandall believed that this decision meant the end of  the BIA’s
attempts to balance competing claims to religious freedom. He further
commented that if  returning students were “to be sent back to the village
to be publicly whipped, humiliated, and brought down to a level with the
most primitive Indians in these villages,” then all the BIA’s efforts at
educating the Indians were pointless.75 Although Crandall claimed that

72 Santa Clara Pueblo to the Honorable Chairman of  the Subcommittee and His Commit-
teemen and the Officials of  the Indian Service, n.d. (1927?), Reel 1, Collier Papers.

73 Chester Faris to the Commissioner of  Indian Affairs, December 24, 1929, file 155, Cen-
tral Classified Files, 1907–39, Northern Pueblo Records, BIA Washington.

74 Council of  All the New Mexico Pueblos, “To the President of  the U.S., the Congress,
and Our Friends the American People,” August 31, 1925, file 064, Northern Pueblos
Agency, General Correspondence File, 1912–38, BIA Denver.

75 C. J. Crandall to Emory Marks, August 15, 1925, file 838, Northern Pueblos Agency,
General Correspondence File, 1912–38, BIA Denver.
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the BIA granted religious freedom to all parties, such comments made
it abundantly clear that he considered Christianity a far more beneficial
influence than the tribal ceremonies.

In response to such rhetoric, the All-Pueblo Council insisted that the
tribal council had not denied anyone their religious freedom—they had
simply insisted that those who attend the ceremonies dress in proper
attire. If  they were not permitted to exercise their legal authority within
the pueblo, if  they were to be undercut by the superintendent at every
turn, then there would be no way for them to maintain an effective tribal
government. In addition to this direct defense of  tribal sovereignty, they
interpreted Crandall’s actions as an attack on Pueblo religious free-
dom. He had deliberately arrested the council members, claimed the All-
Pueblo Council, “immediately before the most sacred and mandatory of
the yearly religious ceremonies of  the Taos tribe.” The “object of  the
Bureau’s action,” they charged, “was to destroy the religious constitution
of  the Pueblo, to humiliate and render powerless the tribal officers, and to
nullify our ancient tribal self  government. . . . We appeal for fair play in
the treatment of  our religions.”76 Because Pueblo forms of  government
and Pueblo religion were intertwined, modernist reformers and the Pueblo
traditionalists claimed religious freedom as a legitimate way to defend
Pueblo sovereignty. The judge’s decision to refuse the case marked a
small but significant success for the Pueblos’ defense of  tribal sover-
eignty. And whether or not their religious freedom argument played a
part in this victory, it illustrates the ways in which Pueblo leaders defined
Pueblo religion quite expansively in order to appeal to the principle of  re-
ligious freedom.

By defining themselves as the defenders of  Pueblo religion and using
the tools of  the American legal system if  necessary, Pueblo leaders of  the
1920s shaped a new traditionalism based partly on American categories
of  religion and religious freedom. In concert with modernist reformers,
Pueblo traditionalists recognized that naming their practices “religion”
could provide a valuable tool for self-defense. They understood that con-
stitutional guarantees of  freedom of  religion were a foundational element
of  American civil discourse. Successfully defining any aspect of  Pueblo
life as part of  an authentic religion, then, could help defend that aspect of
Pueblo life. When progressive reformers sought to define Pueblo ceremo-
nies as pagan and degrading immoralities, the Pueblos’ most important
line of  defense was to insist that their ceremonies were the central part of
their religion. They and their modernist defenders managed successfully
to label these Pueblo traditions as “religion” within the public discourse

76 Council of  All the New Mexico Pueblos, “To the President of  the U.S., the Congress,
and Our Friends the American People.”
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and, thereby, to defeat attempts by progressive reformers and the BIA to
forbid their traditional ceremonies. And, when BIA policies threatened
further to erode tribal sovereignty, the Pueblos responded by defining
Pueblo traditions of  governance as religion also, and equally defensible
in terms of  religious freedom. Pueblo traditionalist leaders insisted on
liberal democratic religious freedoms and protections as a way to protect
their claims to tribal identity. Despite the individualism built into the
liberal system, their survival today demonstrates that they were largely
successful. Their appeal to religion should be understood not as an im-
position of  Western ideology but as an indigenous strategy of  resistance,
contributing to the ongoing adaptation of  Pueblo traditions.
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